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as its capital (this too by a wide national
consent). The Palestinians now demand for
their capital the eastern part of Jerusalem, as
a necessary condition for peace.

Ð A Ð

An air of historical finality prevails at the moment in
our public opinion regarding the expected settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict by partition of the
western side of the Jordan River into two states. The
very fact that some territories have already been
transferred by Israel to a Palestinian Authority
according to the ``Oslo agreement'', signed in
September 1993, gives a sense of fait accompli to
the so-called ``Peace Process''.
Nevertheless, in view of the agreed upon
postponement of negotiation on the most problematic issues to the final stage, it seems too early to
celebrate (or mourn) this anticipation.
The leftover issues are as follows:
1. Size of the Palestinian entity. Out of 27,000
square kilometers of western Palestine in
1948, Israel gained about 20,000 in the War
of Independence, which amount to 75% of
the entire area. In the face of security needs
vis-aÁ-vis the enveloping Arab countries, Israel
now demands (by national consent) at least
another 5% of the area at some vulnerable
parts of the borderline. That would leave for
the Palestinians not more than 20% of the
originally disputed area, namely about 5,000
square kilometers. Would they accept and
sign such an agreement as a final solution of
their problem? And if so, would they really
come to terms with such a partition in the
long run?
2. Jerusalem. Since June 1967 the entire city
has been under Israeli sovereignty, serving

Can Israel accept a partition of Jerusalem
into two capital cities with a wall in its
midst, or perhaps an open international
borderline?
3.

For
security reasons (vis-aÁ-vis Arab countries)
Israel demands as a necessary condition,
that the entire area transferred to Palestinian rule must be demilitarized regarding
heavy weapons, including all kinds of
artillery, tanks and anti-tank missiles, airplanes and anti-aircraft missiles, and unconventional arms of all sorts. In addition,
Israel will require a number of radar bases
within the mountainous Palestinian area, as
well as flight rights for its air force over the
same area. All the above will need Israeli
supervision of the Palestinian borders all
around, as well as effective control over arms
production and/or importation. Can this sort
of military control of one state by another,
be defined as ``self determination'' of the
former? And, what of the condition forbidding an ``independent'' state to sign any
military alignment with other states, which
could bypass or destroy demilitarization.
Would the violation of demilitarization constitute a casus belli? Or, would sanctions and
Demilitarization

vs.

Independence.
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supervision guarantee that; as by the UN in
Iraq?
4. Immigration into Palestine. Israel has, as is
well known, a Law of Return, which, by the
act of settling in Israel, grants every Jew
automatic citizenship. Would the Palestinians be deprived of this same right? And if
not, how many refugees and non-refugees,
would wish to utilize their right of return?
And how many Arab states (and others),
would volunteer to finance the absorption of
immigrants into this new Arab state? Most
importantly, how would this dynamic demographic factor affect the stability of peace in
the long run, judging by Zionist experience?
On the other hand, can the Palestinians sign
peace treaties under such unequal terms, or
would they insist upon their prospect for a
demographic revolution along the border
with a view to reopen the question of
partition?
5. Israeli Settlements in Judea, Samaria, and
Gaza.
There exist now over 200 such
settlements, with a population of about
300,000, including greater Jerusalem. Some
of these settlements are meant to be
annexed to Israel in the frame of border
amendments, but many others might find
themselves under Palestinian rule. Indeed
there are within Israel about a million Arabs
(Palestinian by identity and Israeli by citizenship), and no one demands to include them
in the new Palestinian state (so far). But,
what about the future? Should we look
forward to a new ``solution'' in the form of
land-exchange or population exchange, may
God have mercy on us?
In conclusion, what remains for negotiation,
from the Israeli standpoint, is the prospect of
creating a dwarfish Palestinian state, with a capital
not in Jerusalem, completely demilitarized under
humiliating conditions, deprived of the right to free
immigration, and including some ``foreign'' Jewish
settlements in its midst. In other words: a precarious pressure-pot, which some Israelis would call
``separating the two nations by territorial partition...''

Confronting this prospect with the Palestinian
demand for an ``independent state with a capital in
Jerusalem'' leaves much to be desired for a meeting
of minds in the final stage of the ``peace process''.
In fact one should expect an unavoidable
deadlock in the forthcoming negotiations regarding
the most crucial issues of the problem, Ð within the
present limited territorial framework.
However one must also remember that the two
parties to the ``peace process'' are now committed,
by an interim agreement, to solve all disagreements
by peaceful means. For how long? Ð That is the
question. In other words: in case of a deadlock, how
long will the Palestinian Authority tolerate the
status of a non-state, with the resulting consequences?
The answer to this question has already come
from Chairman Arafat (called ``President'' by his
party), in the form of a warning that if no agreement
is reached by the time fixed in Oslo (namely May 4,
1999), the Authority will feel free to declare itself
one-sidedly as an independent state. In the face of
lack of agreement with Israel upon the real terms of
independence, this act would automatically lead to
``liberating violence'' (i.e. terror, or acts of war) which
would force Israel to respond with force to such an
attempt to change the status quo. But no need to
worry. The wheel of history will not turn backwards,
because there exists a third party ready to intervene
at any such point of impasse.

Ð B Ð

The USA is the most recognized mediator in the
Arab-Israeli conflict. More precisely it acts as a selfappointed mandatory power (as in other parts of the
world) according to its own interests, usually
described as ``global'' interests. Here in the Middle
East, the US takes the historical role of Great Britain
before World War II, only by indirect control.
With respect to the ``peace process'', the US role
may turn at any moment from mediation to
intervention as soon as the situation is defined as
``endangering the peace'', or, when a weak party in
the power-system invites intervention for balancing
purposes. If we assume the Palestinian Arabs to be a
weak party in relation to Israel, we certainly miss the
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complexity of the power-system. Behind the Palestinians stands the Arab world with its full geostrategic weight. Therefore it is not quite clear, when
the US intervenes, whether it does so in favor of the
weak or the strong party. At any rate, interests are
not always a matter of justice.
Well, then, in case the peace talks between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority should reach
the point of impasse, one can expect both sides to
approach the US to pass judgment Ð or else the US
itself will approach the parties. In such cases no preagreed deadline is absolute. Every deadline has a
substitute in the form of another deadline, and even
that is not final. However, even when some violence
starts, there is still hope for a cease-fire and
resumption of negotiations under new conditions.
Be that as it may, one can assume (on the basis
of experience) that the work of mediation usually
begins by defining the claims of both parities as
nothing more than ``opening positions'', prior to the
anticipated process of give-and-take. If flexibility is
not easily shown because the problems are perceived as existential, the mediator too might loose
his own flexibility, and become a judge. At a certain
stage he might even employ calculated pressures.
These sometimes have been gently called: ``helping
the parties to help themselves''.
There is no way to predict exactly the future in
such matters. But one can form models of ``compromise'', considering past experience; hypothetical
models, of course.
For example, regarding the size of the Palestinian entity, it is possible to ignore the Israeli
request for secure boundaries, and allow for only
minor changes in the 1949 borderline: namely no
security belt along the Jordan River, as prescribed by
the ``Alon Plan''. On the other hand, this sensitive
region might not immediately be given to the
Palestinians. An international force could be stationed there for a transition period.
The matter of demilitarization is more complicated. Perhaps here too a transition period of, say
20 years, might be offered. Before then, a ``new
Middle East'' might develop. Meanwhile, supervision over demilitarization might also be assigned
to a third party, in order to minimize the offense to
sovereignty. Yet the fact that Palestine is blessed
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with many ``sister states'', enables a secret accumulation of heavy arms, let alone arms that could be
hidden inside the proscribed area. Also, even a
small army can be pre-planned as a big one, if based
on cadres of officers. In short, there are ``solutions''.
The denial of free immigration to the Palestinian
Authority may be compromised by a transition
period too. Meanwhile it would be limited to fixed
annual schedules for refugees, family unions,
tourists, etc. At any rate, full supervision over such
a movement (by foreign agencies) is impractical, as
we learned during the British mandatory rule.
Besides, Israel is the last nation that would prevent
another nation from exercising the right of ``ingathering of its exiles''.
For the issue of Israeli settlements there is no
simple model. We have already mentioned the
possibility of including some of them in the border
changes. But this solution is in contrast to the first
model of minimizing such changes. Clearly, one
must come at the expense of the other. One may
assume that the mediator would look for a solution
in the way it was informally proposed by the BeilinAbu Mazen proposals, i.e. by concentration of most
settlers in regions close to the borderline while
evacuating those who are scattered in the depths of
the area. Hence, we are dealing here with an
equation of two unknowns, if not three, considering
the will of the settlers themselves.
Last but not least is the issue of Jerusalem.
Since we are not dealing here with ``the end of days'',
we may also look at this through the eyes of a
mediator. The dispute itself does not seem amenable to any compromise. Israel claims Jerusalem as
its eternal capital city; the Palestinians demand ``an
independent state with its capital in Jerusalem''.
Partition of Jerusalem with a Berlin wall in its midst
seems inconceivable to both sides. An open
international boundary between two capitals is like
a prescription for war. Is there any ``creative'' way to
bridge this gap, except by a physical presence of a
third party?
Indeed that precisely is what we suspect, not
without basis, is the US traditional position regarding Jerusalem. Namely, an American trusteeship
over a strip of land within Jerusalem, separating
between the two capitals. Not partition, neither a
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Moslem extra-territorial ``Vatican'', but rather a
trusteeship, like a mandate, for a limited period
until ``peace becomes stable'', and the time comes
for a ``final'' settlement. In this way the mediator
would also gain something vital to his own interests,
i.e. a key position of influence in the ``new Middle
East''.
The idea underlying this ``model of mediation'' in
general is not new. Every super-power holds more
``global'' views than the areas affected do. With
respect to the Arab-Israeli conflict, traditional
``globalism'' contains a certain inclination of appeasing the Arabs at the expense of Israel. Britain tried it
before World War II without success, mainly because
the Arabs at that period were inclining to the
enemies of Britain in Europe. The Soviet Union
almost won the inter-power race for appeasing the
Arabs, except that their very success caused the US
(and other powers in Europe) to stand partly on the
side of Israel, in order to convince the Arabs that
alignment with the Soviets did not pay. Finally Israel
itself surprised the world by its unexpected ability to
defend itself.
The war of June 1967 was a turning point in the
regional balance of power. As soon as that war
ended, the well-known English weekly, The Economist, came out with a big headline: ``They Did It.'' Its
editorial analyzed what happened as follows:
He (Nasser) was halfway to do for the Arabs
what Bismarck had done for the Germans in
1870. He could lead them to victory over their
common enemy. That could have results
beyond the world of Nasser. It would have
given the Soviet Union (as the arms supplier
and diplomatic patron of the Arabs) a
position of tremendous influence in the
Middle East. That was the situation on
Sunday evening. It was up to the Israelis,
since no one was prepared to take military
action. They did it and turned the whole pot
over.
``But,'' The Economist went on, ``from an
international viewpoint all that happened was that
'Johnson's boys hit Kosygin's boys,' and therefore
Johnson's situation (i.e. the US situation) became
better than if it were the other way around.''
Thereupon the editorial concluded that the great

patrons of Israel must now deprive it of any support
for territorial changes if it claims that these should
be used as a penalty against aggression. And Israel
should retreat to its ``natural size''.
Why did The Economist reach that hypocritical
conclusion? Not because of antipathy for Israel or
sympathy for the Arabs. It was simply a conception
of international affairs in terms of colonial traditions, by which provincial groups must adapt to
considerations of balance between the big powers.
Accordingly, the real consequence of such little wars
must become a bargaining card in the hands of the
patron of the victorious party. In other words, cards
in the service of the patron's needs. Israel's victory in
1967 was good for the US because at that time the
Arabs were ``Kosygin's friends''. So, in order to drive
Kosygin out of this region and turn the Arabs into
``friends of Johnson'', the ``global'' interests required
the convincing of the Arabs that the administered
territories were a US asset, and only if the Arabs
remain allied with the Soviets, might they lose these
territories. That was the beginning of US ``peace
plans'' beginning with the ``Rogers Plan'' in 1969 and
moving on to future ``findings'' of various research
institutes.
As to the continuity of American interest in
maintaining stability (i.e. hegemony) in the Middle
East, even after the collapse of the Soviet Union as a
super-power, there is no need for much debate. The
oil wells did not travel to another location. Neither
did the Arab world as an object of international
wooing.
Let us now briefly review some examples of
Middle East power games. Egypt hesitated for a
long time in response to US courting at the expense
of Israel. Finally, on the eve of the Yom Kippur War
(1973) it began showing some signs of disassociation with the Soviets, a move which saved Egypt
from a military defeat at the last stage of the war,
due mainly to US restraint of Israel immediately
following the most crucial battle. Not much later,
Sadat and Begin went to Camp David (after some
diplomatic maneuvers) and there it became clear
that the Sinai peninsula, apparently in Israeli hands,
was really an American asset to be exchanged for
Egyptian alignment with the US, while Israel
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received a ``cold peace''. The new friends of Carter
won against the old friends of Johnson.
Jordan always depended on Anglo-American
interests in its survival as a ``separation state''
between ``western'' Arab states and ``eastern'' ones.
When Syria attempted an invasion of Jordan (1970),
with Soviet and Palestinian encouragement, Israel
was asked by the US to intervene in order to block the
attempt. Israel did so, but that did not change the
American definition of the so-called West Bank as
``occupied territory'', either for the benefit of Jordan or
for a future Palestinian state. Had Israel considered
the situation as an opportunity to advance the idea of
``Jordan is Palestine'', and for achieving American
support for the annexation of the Golan Heights,
Israel could have avoided any intervention, thereby
catching two birds with one stone. On the other hand,
perhaps the US made an offer Israel could not refuse.
Later it was the PLO which gained American
recognition and support for its claim on the ``West
Bank'' in exchange for abandoning its alliance with
the Soviets and turning ``western''.
The American ``dialogue'' with the PLO continued secretly for years before the Oslo agreement.
Only some naive Israelis believe it was an independent initiative. Oslo became possible due to the
gradual change of loyalty by the PLO from the
enemies of the US in the Middle East, toward the
``right patronage''. The main turning point occurred
after the Gulf War (1991) and the collapse of the
Soviet Union. That is why Israel reported the
negotiation in Oslo to the US, and signed the
agreement formally in the White House.
Syria too entered the ``peace process'' at the
point of recognizing US hegemony in the Middle
East. Its real negotiation was with the US, not Israel,
on issues such as replacement of Soviet arms with
more modern American ones (so far with no
progress), US recognition of the ``Anschluss'' with
Lebanon (a still undecided matter), the future
relationship with Iran, and anti-western terrorist
organizations stationed in and outside Syria, etc. No
doubt the question of the Golan is also on the
agenda, but not before other issues are solved.
Certainly the ``process'' with Syria is not based upon
the principle of ``secure and agreed upon boundaries'', as stated in resolution 242 of the UN.
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To sum up, the real peace processes are carried
out essentially on the basis of ``territories in
exchange for Pax Americana'', and only as a secondary
matter, on the basis of the needs of the ``local''
parties. Seemingly, the US endows the parties with
good services, in order to bridge the gaps between
them, but this bridge is ``Made in the USA''.
Meanwhile, in a world of one super-power,
nothing is too urgent. The name of the game is
``process''. Yet, the trend of such processes is not
open at all. Also the pressures accompanying them
are not gentle all the time. That became recently
clear at the Wye Plantation near Washington.

Ð C Ð

If the first chapter introduced the thesis of a
deadlock in the negotiation for a permanent
settlement, and the second chapter presented the
antithesis of an imposed ``solution'', we have now
reached the point of synthesis as envisaged by the
so called ``peace camp'' in Israel. Borrowing a phrase
from Marx, the idea underlying this synthesis is
based on a definition of freedom as ``the recognition
of necessity''.
First let us distinguish between the vague
concepts of ``camp'' and ``peace'' (in this context)
and political bodies, that must address the public
with concrete platforms. In this chapter we will
concentrate on the Labor Party, which has initiated
(in Oslo) the recognition of the PLO by Israel as a
partner for the partition of western Eretz-Israel
(Palestine) into two states. Historically speaking
we are dealing here with a far-reaching ideological
metamorphosis, the end of which has not yet
unfolded itself.
I recall a certain public meeting on May 1st, in
the mid-1930s, when a debate took place on the
question of whether socialism and the class struggle
should take priority over the Zionist struggle for
Eretz-Israel, or vice versa. One speaker for MAPA''I
(the original name of today's Labor) surprised the
audience by an original view of the class struggle at
that time. ``Our class struggle'', he said, (I quote
from memory the essence of that speech)
is that of the proletarian Jewish people,
whose homeland is not in its hands, against
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property owners, who own homelands including our own. This is a war for justice and
equality among nations, and we are managing
it by pioneering Aliya (immigration) and
settlement, by a renaissance of Hebrew
culture, and by developing a military power
of our own. That is the meaning of our
socialism now, and that is our revolution for
this generation.
(Interruptions: ``Is that all your socialism?'' ``Look
at the slogan hanging above you; 'Workers of all
lands, unite!' '') But the speaker insisted:
With whom would you like to unite? Is it with
the socialists of the Soviet Union, who deny
the right of the Jewish people over their
homeland and arrest Zionists and imprison
them, or is it with the Labor party of Britain,
that rules our country and prevents Aliya?
(More interruptions: ``Let us start with the Arab
workers.'') But the speaker did not yield:
Will the Arab workers build a Jewish homeland together with us? We are not worrying
about work for ourselves, but for a place of
work for our nation.
After World War II and the Zionist struggle
against the oppressive British rule, came the
Partition Plan of the UN in 1947, which designed
an international rule in Jerusalem, among other
complications. The Zionist leadership accepted that
precarious partition mainly in order to achieve
independence and peace with the Arab world. But
the Arab neighboring states together with the
Palestinian Arabs reacted with total war, the
declared purpose of which was genocide.
The UN partition plan was a peace plan, which
resulted in war. Israel won it alone, by its own
powers that were accumulated for over fifty years
of a national ``class struggle''. This revolution may
be succinctly summarized by three decisive processes:
1. Demographic increase which caused the
ripening of new political conditions,
2. Cultural, economic and military growth
which brought about a revolution in the
balance of power,
3. A determined underground struggle against
any outside intervention in the conflict.

It is these three factors, which have characterized Zionist dynamics before and after independence. If you wish, it was all preconceived in the
words of the above-mentioned speaker, at that May
1st rally, concerning the ``class struggle of the
proletarian Jewish nation among land-owning nations'' in its environment.
About fifty years later the political inheritors (or
epigones) of Zionistic-socialism have discovered
another proletarian nation, right nearby, namely the
``homeless'' Palestinian Arabs. And, most shamefully, who are the oppressors of this proletarian
nation, if not those ancient proletarians that have
turned rich in land and are now trying to rule
another nation.
The fact that these ``homeless'' people constitute
a majority in a neighboring state called Jordan,
which in turn is part and parcel of ``sister states''
extending in an area as large as a continent; the fact
that the only thing that prevents Jordan from being
defined as a Palestinian state is the monarchical
dynasty which rules there; the fact that the
``Palestinian problem'' has always served the Arab
world as a means to deprive the Israelis of selfdetermination rather than simply adding another
Arab state to the twenty some existing ones; all the
above have not prevented our Zionist-socialists
from identifying with the idea of ``free Palestine''.
Perhaps unwittingly, the Labor movement in
Israel is now ready for an exchange of roles with the
Palestinian Arabs: a ``small'' Palestine will take the
dynamic role of growth of early Zionism, while
``large'' Israel will now engage in the static role of
containment. In other words: a Palestinian expectancy in the image of Zionism. Paraphrasing Pascal,
it appears that history has such Reason, that Reason
itself does not know.
One way of understanding the meaning of this
metamorphosis is by a glance into the garden of
contemporary literature. Self-blame may often
flourish in this garden because moral imagination
here can go far in a casuistic denial of self-rights
together with an enthusiastic support of the other's
rights. Here is just one illustration.
In his article ``Between One Right and Another''
(in his book: In Favor of Normality), the Laborite
novelist, A.B. Yehoshua criticizes the historical right
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of the Jewish nation in Palestine. First, let us
mention his brilliant remark at the end of this
article, defining the Palestinian Arabs as ``a potential
people'' already since the beginning of this century,
i.e. within other Arabs in the Ottoman Empire.
Namely, the Palestinians were a separate nation
before they themselves were conscious of it, naively
considering themselves as southern Syrians, the
same as other Arabs in the region were natural
``potential nations'', and not by virtue of the arbitrary
British-French mapping of the region by the famous
Sykes-Picot agreement.
Not less far reaching is the initial thesis of
Yehoshua that
the concept of historical right is devoid of
objective morality and lacking moral justification in regard to the return of the Jewish
people to its land.
A people may claim, says Yehoshua, that it is the
real owner of a land that was taken away from it
providing that this people itself did not take it by
force from another people. But,
the Jewish people itself admits (in the Bible)
that it conquered this land from other
peoples, and its historical right derives, then,
from occupation. If so, the Arabs' right too
derives from occupation.
Therefore, concludes Yehoshua, basing his
view on the Talmud, for that matter: ``one who
steals from a thief is not guilty.'' And he goes on
to use an example from private life: ``a person
took a house from someone else by force, living in
it for a certain period and then was forced to
leave the house; then came a second person and
settled in that house. Does the first person have a
right to return and claim ownership over the
house that he himself stole? Certainly not. The
first robber does not have any advantage over the
second robber''.
What is after all the only right of the Jews which
counts in our time? According to Yehoshua it is ''the
right
of
existence
distress ''
(emphasis in the
original). But, this right is limited and conditional.
Here too he uses a parable from private life: a
homeless person may invade the house of another
person, as ``something done under compulsion is
exempt from critics.'' But this
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on condition that the invader takes only a
part of the house. If he takes the entire house
and throws its owners into the street, we
would not approve of this act from a moral
point of view.
The moral of this parable is obvious. On the
collective level the Jews could ``invade'' Palestine by
virtue of ``existence distress'' only, even though the
land was occupied by a ``potential nation'', providing
they take only a part of the land. ``Existence distress''
is not more than the right of refugees, and the
Jewish refugees did not have anywhere to go.
However the same is true with regard to the
Palestinian refugees Also, as it is not moral to tell
the Jews ``go and assimilate among other peoples'',
so it is not moral to expect the Palestinian Arabs to
assimilate among the Arabs, says Yehoshua.
Here comes Yehoshua to a transparent hint with
respect to the next stage of Palestinian liberation:
The refusal of the Palestinians in 1947 to
accept partition, and their total war against
us, does not prevent their right to accept now
the partition of western Eretz-Israel by the
borders of 1949-1967.
Yet, one may ask, if they are entitled to regret
their failing attempt at genocide in 1948, why not
offer them the more equal partition plan of 1947?
Yehoshua does not propose that explicitly, only by
implication:
How happy could we be if the Arabs had
accepted that partition plan, thereby sparing
us the hard and dangerous War of Independence, with all its sacrifices.
Indeed, how happily could we live within the
1947 boundaries without Jerusalem, Jaffa, Ramle,
Lod, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Beersheva, Acre, Naharia,
and the entire Western Galilee, (also together with
500,000 Palestinians that, if left in their places,
would have amounted now to five million (increasing tenfold as the 100,000 who remained); let alone
an independent Palestinian state on our side of the
Jordan River since 1948.
So happy, just as fatted calves.
One can object to bringing this example as if it
were representative of the Labor movement in
Israel. It is not. Yet it seems quite typical by its
conclusions, if not by its reasons. Moreover, it is not
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at all a twisted-mirror of the prevailing ideology in
Labor circles, both intellectual and political.
As was suggested here before, the abandoned
socialism of Zionistic pioneering has been metamorphosed into a new socialism of liberating the
``Palestinian proletarians'', with the vision of general
peace.
A poet in the early years of this movement once
wrote: ``Our song is not about blood and battles, our
song is of life and creativity.'' He did not foresee the
future wars, as might be the case with his
ideological descendants in our time.

Ð D Ð

The questions arising on the trails of our analysis
are apparently: What do you propose? What is your
alternative? What option do you have in mind?
Surely, these are obvious questions. Only, one
must keep in mind that in so far as peace is
concerned, the necessary condition is an agreement
between at least two parties. In addition, a sufficient
condition for the stability of peace would be the
measure of realism upon which it is based.
There are various ways of looking at reality. For
example, defeatist realism maintains that if you
know in advance that your enemy will not accept
your plan, it means that you have no peace plan.
And if you believe you have no option for war, while
there must be ``peace now'', then it follows that you
must base your plan upon the demands of your
enemy. That guarantees in advance both the ``peace''
and the ``now''. Nothing is easier than that. On the
other hand, there is a sober realism, which
maintains from the outset that the winds of time
do not blow only at your back, but also at the
enemy's back. Therefore you avoid falling in the trap
of ``peace now''. Yes, peace now if you can trust the
system within which peace will be arranged. But, if
the existing system is entrapping, you may think of
an alternative system in which both sides to the
conflict could live in peace.
I believe in the latter type of realism. I also think
there are alternatives to the present system, in
which two peoples are squeezed into a small
pressure pot, forced to live with frustrated aspirations. The following two alternative systems, which

will be presented here, seem not only enlarged
enough to allow peaceful co-existence, but also
assure the stability of peace.
1. Instead of an independent state in the socalled ``West Bank'' and Gaza, Israel should
insist on the establishment of a unified
Jordanian-Palestinian state, the army of
which should all be stationed in the eastern
bank of the Jordan River, while the Israeli
army will assume the responsibility for
security west of the river. Both the Palestinian-Jordan State and Israel will establish a
condominium (a sharing of rule) in the West
Bank and Gaza with a functional division of
sovereignty. The Palestinians will enjoy a full
political autonomy, including police functions, and if they so wish they could define
their ties with Jordan as a confederation,
except that as citizens of this confederation
they should elect their representatives to the
parliament in Amman. This condominium
with Israel over the West Bank and Gaza will
create, as said before, a functional partition
of sovereignty, so that no side will have to
live under an absolute and exclusive foreign
sovereignty. In so far as Jordan itself will
undergo a process of democratization, the
Palestinians on both sides of the Jordan
River would enjoy perfect self-determination, while their peaceful co-existence with
Israel will depend on the continuity and
stability of the condominium.
2. A wider regional confederation, including
Iraq and/or Syria and Lebanon together with
Jordan-Palestine (and even Israel, if so
agreed) might be established. So far as this
matter concerns the Arabs themselves, it is
their business, and Israel is not involved.
However, inasmuch as considerations of
regional balance of power are involved,
Israel will be in the picture, so to speak,
and its security interests must be taken into
account. On this condition mainly, Israel
may have a positive attitude to a unified
Arab national identity in the Fertile Crescent.1
The main advantage of a wider regional con-
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federation is double. On the one hand, it would
fulfill the Arab vision at the end of World War I to
establish a single and unified Arab state in the
Fertile Crescent such as has never existed since the
historical caliphates in Damascus and Baghdad. In
this way the ``Balkanization'' of the Arab nation in
this region, that was imposed on the Arabs by
British and French imperialism, would be abolished.
On the other hand, Palestinians as well as Syrians
and Iraqis will return to be authentic Arabs, as they
essentially have always been. Thus the so-called
``Palestinian identity'' will be realized without
requiring the eradication of Israel. That indeed was
the principle underlying the Faisal-Weitzman agreement of 1919, which was canceled by the foreign
interests behind ``divide and rule''. That would also
endow both Arabs and Israelis with real indepen-
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dence that even a neo-imperialism of any kind could
not sterilize.
The existing Arab states in the Fertile Crescent,
if united, will have a population of over 50 million
and an area of 700,000 square kilometers, blessed
with oil, water, and an excellent prospect of
economic development (if only they would devote
their energies to peaceful coexistence with their
neighbors). This, as opposed to their fatal preoccupation with the relatively tiny Israel. It may also put
an end to outside intervention in local conflicts with
the pretension of ``peacemaking''.
It appears that it is possible for Israel to sign
peace agreements with each Arab state in this
region, but only with a confederation of the Fertile
Crescent can Israel make a lasting and viable peace.
And, if they so wish, it is no dream.2

